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INTRODUCTION 

In a lecture of 1933, T.5.Eliot said that he wanted to create a poetry 

"with nothing poetic about it, poetry standing naked in its bare 

bones,or ... poetry so transparent that in reading it we are intent on what 

the poetry points at, and not on the poetry." (I) In these four poems, 

completed in 1942, Eliot reaches the pel:lk of impersonal poetry and a 

poetry of 'escape from emotion' which transfuses personal experience and 

emotions in a strictly formal pattern As the title also suggests, the 

Quartets follow the movements of a music piece by the same name, Eliot 

"pointed out his admiration for the ll:lte Quartets of Beethoven, for 

instance his C Sharp Minor Quartet. That is why, each QUl:lrtet has five 

movements instead of the usual four. The fourth movements in each are 

short lyrics. Their likeness to 1:1 music piece also explains the formal 

Quality in them". (2) The sense of a flowing rhythm prevails throughout the 

Quartets. Many ideas, beliefs and images are interwoven and they have a 

certainty, clarity and sharpness about them. This is reinforced by their 

systeml:!tic recurrence in I:!ll four poems. Certl:!in idel:!s are used as 

leitmotif images, and thus I:!ppear and rel:!ppel:!r in the orgl:!nically-woven 

texture of the poems crel:!ting I:! beautifully unified harmony. 

" 'Burnt Norton' represents Air, with its remembered echoes and 

presences dissolved in air, 'E1lst Coker' stands for Earth, wih the h:mds of 

the poet's ancestors. 'The Dry Slllv1lges' is concerned with Water in its 

predomimmt images of river, se1l and ocean. 'Little Gidding' represents 

Fire, of two different kinds: one destructive, the other purglltorial." (3) 



Thus the Quartets comprise the four elements which are the constituents 

of life in antiquity and also in the Middle Ages. They also make up the life 

cycle of nl'lture by concerning themselves respectively with early summer, 

late summer, autumn, Md winter. Each poem is named after a pll'lce where 

the poet's personel past permeates into impersonal, generl'll history. So 

they have a universal kind of embrace. 

"Four QUl'lrtets" are so rich in their intellectul'll, cultural material 

that one cl'lnnot hope to deal with I'lll or even some of them in the scope of 

a paper The parts where philosophy of language and ontology are concerned 

require separate Md comprehensive studies by themselves. As pure poetry, 

they I'llso need to be studied. Here therefore, only one aspect of the poems 

will be discussed- the concept of time in the lIul'lrtets - in the light of 

Henri Bergson's philosophy which was very influential in T.5. Eliot's 

thinking. 

The concept of time and memory as rell'lted to it were mind-occupying 

concerns for Eliot from his early poems onwards. The immanence doctrine 

of time in "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" becomes more explicit and 

more Bergsonian in "Rhl'lpsoljy on a 'A/indy Night" with its moon and the 

street lamps as reminders of time and triggerers of memory causing the 

memories to pour out in a continuous and mixed flow. The duration of the 

stroll of the man in the poem is measured by the street lamps and also his 

future is prescribed by them. 
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Bergsonian concept of time overtly manifests itself in "Four 

Quartets". 

"Time present and time past 

Are both perhaps present in time future, 

And time future contained in time past." 

This is the culmination point reached in integrating philosophy into 

literature, since these opening lines of 'Burnt Norton' employ Bergson's 

theory of duration in its full sense: Duration is a continuous, Qualitative, 

heterogeneous, i nterna l, subject i ve emd i ndi vi si b 1 e successi on. As it is 

endless, the past flows into the present and intermingles with the future. 

Post is preserved at any moment in the present through memory. Thot's 

why memory is very importont in Bergson's philosophy ond in Eliot's 

poetry. Specific, porticulor instonces in the flux of time moy bring an 

awareness; "sudden illumination" by helping us to have 0 momentary 

"intuition of duration". By the remembrance of those instances time can be 

tronscended: "Only through time time is conquered". So time and 

consequently memory ore closely involved with freedom, free will. Memory 

enables us to choose the right path in our future decisions. These will 

constitute the concerns of this paper. 
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NOTES ON INTRODUCTION 

1-) Elisabeth Schneider, The Pattern in the CarQet. ( Berkeley: University 

of California Press., 1975), D 170 . 

2-) Ibid .. DD 168-208. 

3-) Hugh Kenner, The Invisible Poet. ( London:W.H.Allen, 1960), DD.247-276 . 
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"FOUR QUARTETS" iN THE LIGHT OF BERGSON'S THEORV OF DURATiON, 

Eliot's understanding of dl.lration is very similar to Bergson's. in the 

famous opening of "Burnt Norton", he displays his notion of time as a 

successive whole in which past present and future are integrated and 

interpenetrated: "Time present and time past 

Are both perhaps present in time future, 

And time future contained in time past", 

However, this intermingling of past, present and future does not prevent 

free action. That is to say, future acts ore not determined by the past and 

present events. As Bergson says in the Creative Evolution, "if the future is 

bound to succeed the present instead of being given alongside of it, it is 

bectluse the future is not altogether determined at the present moment". 

(p.339) In ott'ler words, the future is not caused by the present. 

The intuition of durtltion is inevitably an individual process, and to 

comprehend the gathering of past and future in the present moment, to 

have the duration in its essence, in one whole vision is very difficult clOd 

requires a "vigorous effort", and 01. best it is very rare and only 

momentflrlJ. That is why tt'le external symbol of duration, that is the clock, 

the mel'lsurable, mathematicol time is preferred emd among its pl'lssing 

moments, the sigt'lt of the reel time is lost ElS this is a much ei:lsier i:lnd 

more prl'lcticl'll Wi:ly of deoling with time. But this hi:ls its pitfi:llls, because 

i:lmong the dizzying flux of the world., we eire prone to lose our poth of 

meaningful action, our moral responsibilities, and the "gol'll of creating 

ourselves". if we do not conceive time i:lS a whole with its "remembrl'lnce 

of Pi:lst i:lnd Mticipation of future", we mi:ly lose the reference point 



according to which we direct our actions, and lose "the motive of action" 

(East Coker, IIIJ The direct interaction between our time-concept and our 

conduct is the subject-matter of the Epilogue. Nevertheless, some 

examples will be given here illustroting this point from "Four Quartets." 

Eliot says thot this flux 

"Filled with fancies and empty of meaning 

Tumid apothy with no concentration 

Men and bits of paper, whirled by the cold wind 

That blows before and after time", (Burnt Norton,IIL) 

is "not in movement 

But abstention from movement." (Burnt Norton, III.) 

Because it is difficult !:lnd rore to hove 0 moment of durotion intuited in 

our minds, 

"F or most of us, there is only the unottended 

Moment, the moment in and out of time". (The Dry Solvages,V.) 

Thot is to say, this is too greot an effort to make: 

"humem ki nd 

Cannot bear very much reality" (Burnt Norton,1.) 

and the consequences which the comprehension of reality brings. 

Eliot sets the non-temporal reality of God llS an llbsolute point of 

reference 

"At the still point of the turning world." (Burnt Norton.,II.) 

In whi ch there is: 

"neither arrest nor movement. And do not call it fixity 

Where post and future llre gllthered." (Burnt Norton,li.) 

It is "the point of intersection of the timeless 

With time." (The Dry Se 1 'leges ,V.) 
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So God's infinite, non-temporol mind hos the intuition of our durotion os 0 

whole. No ottempt will be mode to go into the religious ospect of Eliot's 

poetry becouse the Christian conception of time is not of much releVMce 

in these four poems, although Christian feith in generol monifests itself 

throughout the Quortets, especially in the fourth movement which is 

dedicoted to the Unmoved Mover, the redeeming Son, the Virgin, I:!nd the 

Holy Ghost respectively. Fire !lnd Rose, two m!ljor symbols in the Quertets, 

C!ln be interpreted by the use of secular, philosophical terms, although 

there is 0 common tendency elmong the critics towards invariably seeing 

Christion symbolism in them. These poems however con be looked at solely 

in the light of Bergson's philosophy. God's all-embracing mind is cited as 

!In exomple because of the necessity of hoving !In lIbsolute point. As 

Bergson says we can only have the absolute in the intuition of duration. 

The intellect., motter ond space give us only a fragmentary and 

discontinuous view of life. 

The "Chinese jar still 

Moves perpetuolly in its stillness" (Burnt Norton,V) 

shows us that objects endure with us. In its concrete, still life., we see 

that the Chinese jar., too, as an art object, has 0 durotion of its own, 

moving from its remote past to eternity. Its past is there., present with it. 

So it is also a reminder to us of time and memories, like the rose-bowl 

ond the thrush in the first movement of "Burnt Norton", the river in "The 

Dry Salvelges", as it is "within us", I:!nd the tolling bell, ellso in "The Dry 

Salvelges", the "compound ghost" in "Little Gidding", the moon, and the 

street lamps in "Rh!lpsody On A VI/indy Night". 
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The intersection of past and future is 'now'. It is where the past and 

future are permeated into each other. It is the link between them, but as a 

mathematical instant, it does not exist because we cannot get hold of it as 

a mere instemt. As the intuition of duration is a mental and therefore 

unseen and subjective process we have it always here and now, since 

mental processes are here !:Ind now. Th!:lt is why "all is always now", (Burnt 

Norton,V.) Ilnd "this is the nearest, in place find time, 

Now find in Englflnd". (Little Gidding,l.) 

Also, "Here, the intersection of the timeless moment 

Is Engl Ilnd find nowhere. Never find fll ways." (Li ttl e Gi ddi ng, I.) 

So the comprehension of both personel and generfll history depends 

upon the same mentlll process find hence comes 

"History is now and England." (Little GiddingSJ "Burnt Norton", similarly 

ends wih a menifestetion of time as "Quick now,here,now,elwa'-!s-" 

thllt is the present moment conceived as the prevailing moment of living 

and containing duration of post end future in itself. 

As duration is one whole of indivisible multiplicity and continuous 

succession., there cllnnot be terminlltion points, demarclltion lines in it and 

it is endless. So, "East Coker" begins with the line 

"In my beginning is my end, "and ends with the line 

"In my end is my beginning," thus ectuolizing this qU1llity of durlltion in the 

course of (l poem, constituting its freme I'lnd p1lttern with these lines. 
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The Quartets are the manifestation of the unity, or rather identity of 

form and content because in their own pattern they embody the concept of 

duration. Their form speaks on its own right, adhering to the time concept 

that they tell of in their words. ''The presentness of past" and future in the 

present moment is offered several timf5and this repetition functions as a 

reminder, inviting us to stop and think about it and it has a flowing effect 

of endlessness as the formal equivalent of continuous duration. Thus it 

conforms to the essential Quality of B music piece, too, in its flow. 

Now, a few words need to be said on Bergson's concept of time. 

Agai nst the conventi onl'll, anci ent concepti on of ti me and change I'lS a 

degrBdBtion, Bergson conceives time BS a "progressive growth of the 

absolute, a conti nUl'll invention of forms ever new in the evolution of 

things" (I). Hierefore, his philosophy is essentiBlly evolutionBry. It is 

bBsed on action I'lnd dYMmism. Bergson sees unceasing change in 

everything, the "flux of time is the reality itself" (2) Our mentel stetes, 

feelings and sensetions ere very much included in this continuel flux, 

beceuse if "e mentel stete ceeses to V1lrY, its durl'ltion would ceese to 

floW". (3) The concept of duretion is fundementel in his philosophy. It is 

the essence of life and a "perpetuel becoming., end never something made." 

(4) So, succession is an essentiel Quelity of duration. We need time to 

exi st and only in time, we "creete ourselves conti nuell y"(5).Theref ore es 

Eliot seys, "Except in the espect of time", we are 

"Ceught in the f orrn of 1 i mitet ion 

Between un-being and being." (Burnt Norton,V) 

For "e conscious being, to exist is to chenge, to chenge is to mature, to 

meture is to go on creeting oneself endlessly."(6) 
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Also "we don't think real time, but we live it"(7). The universe endures, 

we endure in time. So "Words move, musi c moves 

Only in time, but thot which is only living 

Can only die. "(Burnt Norton,V.) 

We need to chonge ond consume our lives in seeking gools of ever higher 

efficiency" (8). If our existence "were composed of seporate stotes with 

on impossive ego to unite them, for us there would be no durotion. For on 

ego which doesn't change doesn't endure,ond 8 psychic st8te which rem8ins 

the same so long 8S it is not replaced by the following st8te does not 

endure either." (9) Therefore our psychic states chonge every inst8nt with 

us, "For the p8ttern is new in every moment". (E8St Coker,l\.) Dur8tion is 

mllde up of so utterly heterogeneous elements in succession th8t it is 

empiric8lly impossible to go through the some stote of consciousness 

twice., they C8n never recur ag8in together. No moment, no state is ever the 

s8me, bec8use dur8ti on is a continuous successi on and 

"t i me is never endi ng" (The Dry 581 vllges, II.) Even if the ci rcumst8nces are 

the same, they can't act on the same person., because th8t person wi 11 h8ve 

ch8nged, he will be 8t a new phose of his personal history. All the 

antecedent states connot be chemged backw8rds endlessly, therefore 

dur8t i on is i rreversi b 1 e. 

Our duration is not "merely one instant replacing another." (1 0) "When 

the mathematiCian c1l1culates the future stllte of 0 system at the end of a 

time t, there is nothing to prevent him from supposing that the universe 

vanishes from this moment till that, ond suddenly rea\lll!ars. It is the t-th 

moment only that counts-emd that will be I'l mere instant. 
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What will flow on in the interval-that is to say, real time- doesn't count, 

and cannot enter into the calculation." (II) But actually those intervals 

make up duration as it is the "continuous progress of the past which gnews 

• into the future and which swells es it advances." (12) So "There is no end, 

but addition:" 

(The Dry Sal veges, II) Thus, the choi ce of a poi nt in time to di vi de end 

dissect the flux of time is an illusion end it is actually mede in space, not 

in time. This leads to the importent distinction of real time and 

mathematical time: To think of time as 1"1 homogeneous medium in which 

"our conscious states are ranged alongside one emother as in space., so as 

to form 1"1 discrete multiplicity"( 13) is to "abstract it from duration" (14) 

and that is identical with space. Externality belongs to space, but our 

states of consciousness are not external to one another. Pure duretion" is 

the form which the succession of our conscious states assumes when our 

ego lets itself live, when it refrains from seperating its present state 

from its former states." (15) It does not set the former states alongside 

its present state, but forms them into an organic whole, like the 

recollection of the notes of 1"1 tune permeating into each other. 

Pure duration is "a succession of qualitative changes, which melt into 

emd permeate one another, without precise outlines, without eny tendency 

to externalize themselves in relation to one enother, without any 

affiliation with number", it is "pure heterogeneity" (16) It must be 

reckoned "among the so-called intensive magnitudes"( 17) as it consists of 

intensities, it is quality and not quantity. These are attributes of pure 

durat ion whi ch he al so call s true, real, or concrete duration. 
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The opposites of these ettributes belong to methematicel time which is en 

illusion of homogeneous time spreed out in spece. With the strokes of the 

clock, we merely meesure "simulteneities"( 18). "Outside of me, in spece, 

there is never more then e single position of the hand (of the clock) end 

the pendulum, for nothing is left of the pest positions. Within myself e 

process of orgenizl"Ition or interpenetration of conscious stetes is going 

on, which constitutes true duretion. It is beceuse I endure in this wey thet 

I picture to myself whet I cell the pest oscillations of the pendulum et the 

seme time as I perceive the present oscillation."( 19) A conscious being is 

indispensable for the existence of real time or duretion, beceuse if there 

is not en ego to perceive these oscilll"1tions and store them in his 

consciousness by the help of memory, there will be no duretion l"IS there 

will be only "l"I single oscilll"ltion or e single position of the pendulum"(20). 

The mathemeticl"Il time or its meesurable, visible, extended clock strokes 

ere precticBlly useful, but heve nothing to do with real time., becl"luse 
there 

without externi'll moments I;lnd numbers: wi 11 sti 11 be the heterogeneous 

durl"ltion of the ego. Thus, "within our ego, there is succession without 

mutuel exterMlity, outside the ego, in pure spl;lce, mutul"ll externBlity 

wittlout succession: mutuel externality, since the present oscilletion is 

rfldice11y distinct from the previous osci11etion, which no longer exists, 

but no slJccession since succession exists solely for e conscious spectl"ltor 

who keeps the PBst in min,j, end sets the two oscilll"ltions or their symbols 

side by side in an auxilil"lry space."(21) 
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These attributes of duration eire actualized thoroughly in the 

Quartets. The ceaseless flow is an ever-changing pattern transporting the 

past into the future: 

"Words .. after speech, reach 

Into the silence. Only by the form,the pattern/Can words or music reach 

The stillness, as 1l Chinese jar still 

Moves perpetually in its stillness. 

Not the stillness of the violin, while the note lasts, 

Not that only, but the co-existence, 

Or say thl'lt the end precedes the beginning, 

And the end and the beginning were I'llw1lys there 

Before the beginning and efter the end", 

(BurntNorton, V.) 

"Ridiculous the waste sed time 

Stretching before end efter" (BuniNorton.V') 

is preserved "(lutoml'lticl:llly" end "volunteri ly" by memory. 
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"FOUR QUARTETS" AND BERGSON'S THEOR'I OF MEMOR'I 

In "Burnt Norton", the thrush urges us to follow him "into our first world." 

'Our first world' may refer to both our own childhood and the beginning of 

human history which offers another transfusion of persomll and general 

history. The poet experiences one of those "intense moments" which 

brings a "sudden illumination" in the rose-garden. 

The rose-garden, as a place, awakens certain memories in the poet without 

any specifi c reMon: 

"F ootf a 11 s echo in the memory 

Down the passege whi ch we di d not take 

Towards the door we never opened 

Into the rose-garden. My words echo 

Thus, in your mi nd. 

But to whElt purpose 

Disturbinq the dust on 0 bowl of rose-leaves I do not know." 

In "East Coker"., the poet remembers his English ancestors. He "see(s) them 

dancing" "around the bonfire" and witnesses the 

"mirth of those long since under eartry'Nourishing the corn." 

The remembrance of those ancestors enables the poet to have 0 thorough 

vi si on of ti me: 

" Throuqh the unknown, remembered gote 

When the lost of earth left to discovel/is that which was the beginning'; 

(Little Gidding,\l.). 



Now, Bergson's theory of memory wi 11 be looked at bri efl y. 

Memory cannot be separated from percept.ion in practice, and it 

"imports the past into the present, contracts many moments of duration 

into a single intuition" (I). As it is the means of "preserving the past and 

anticipflting the future" it is of utmost importflnce in Bergson's philosophy 

and it is pflrt find parcel of his theory of durl:ltion. Durfltion exhibits itself 

in memory. If there were no memory, the world would be cont.inufllly dying 

I:lnd being born agflin fit ellery instflnt flnd the past would not be a pflrt of 

refl1ity, because there would be no past. The accumulation of duration by 

"the continuous swelling of the P6St flS it fldvflnces into the present. 6nd its 

preservfltion in the future goes on without relaxation". As this is fln 

incessant., endless process, there is 61so, "no limit. for its preservation .. 

The past is preserved by itself, 6utom6tically, in its entirety and follows 

us at every instant."(2). 

"We deSire, will, and act with our entire P6St" (3). In other words, 

memory me6ns freedom. Consciousness meMS memory and anticipfltion, 

and it is synonymous with choice. As memorl.l is identifielj with 

consciousness, it also h6S to be identified with chOice, bid way of 
becnvS(>:. 

inference. This is so~ "in order to choose, we must know wh6t we cfln do 

flnd remember the consequences, adv6ntageous or injurious, of what we 

have already done, we must foresee and we must remember." (4) Also, in a 
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material universe, ruled by the law of necessity, "obeying fatalistic laws" 

when it is"left to itself", (5) life finds a way to insert freedom through 

the concrete walls of determinism by the help of memory, because "the 

living being chooses or tends to choose"(6) and remembers his choices, 

leflrns to change them the next time if they are not profitoble for himself. 

So 

"This is the use of memory: 

For liberation-" (Little Gidding,111.) 

Apl:lrt from this prl:lctical liberl:lting function, memory has another, 

more sophisticated one: it relieves us from the bondage of time. If we can 

have the rare and moment!lry pleasure of attaining the intuition of 

durl:ltion, in its whole vision of "recollections of Pl:lst and onticipation of 

future", we can transcend time. That is to say, memory "imposes a pattern" 

on us woven of past experiences in their totality with their good ond 

virtuous sides as well as their sins, ond enables us to make plans I:lbout 

our future actions, and thus shows us a way of inserting a Significance and 

I:l meeming into the "flickering intervals of light and delrkness" which is 

"without direction, for no direction 

Lel:lds anywhere(...) 

Without purpose, without principle of conduct" 

(The Family Reunion) So that the experiences of past "become renewed, 

tranSfigured, in another pattern". (Li ttle Gidding, III.) At such rare moments 

"time is withdrawn" and then we have to 

"consider the future 

And the past with an equal mind." (The Dry S1'Ilvages,lll) 

Those moments give rise to the "sudden illumin1'ltion": 
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"we had the experience but missed the meaning-

And approach to the meaning restores the experience 

In a different form, beyond any meBning 

We can BSsign to hBppiness." (The Dry SB1'leges,li.) 

Eliot points out such moments end the difficulty of experiencing them: 

"Time pest Bnd time future 

Allow but a little consciousness."(Burnt Norton,!!.) And the transfiguring, 

trenscending of time through memory must be meBnt in the line 

"To be conscious is not to be in time" (BuntNorton,11.) 

But we need time in order to trenscend it: 

"But only in time CBn the moment in the rose-gflrden, 

The moment in the flrbour where the rain beet .. 

The moment in the draughty church I'lt smokefell 

Be remembered, involved with past end future. 

Only through time time is conquered." (BurntNorton,li.) 

This function of memory is "liberfltion 

From the future as well es the Pl'lst." (Little Giddingill.) 

"The intense moment" (Eest Coker,'v'.l of the intuition of durl'ltion thet 

gives us 

"the pest experience revived in the meaning 

Is not the experience of one life only 

But of mMy generfltions-" (The Dry Salvages,!!.) end 

"of old stones thl'lt cennot be deciphered." (Eest Coker,'v'.) 

This trflin of thought from the "fugitive seizure of the present,(. .. ) to the 

permenent seizure of the pest" (7) through memory in those "intense 

moments" demands "renuncietion of the present in order to contempll'lte 

the pest" es George;Poulet sflys. 
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In other words,. we should concentrate on recapturing 

"what has been lost 

And found and lost again and again" 

(East Coker,v') 

This flsserts the indispensl:lble relljtion between time, memory and 

freedom-consequentl y moral responsi bil ity-. 
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EPILOGUE 

The earlier discussions of duration and memory thus bring us to the 

issue of freedom and its consequences on human conduct. Eliot's adherence 

to Bergsonian theory of duration is not incidental. As a great believer in 

moral responsibility, Eliot weaves all his thinking around this theory of 

duration and arrives at his idea of "tradition", and the absolute necessity 

of followIng the "tradition", 

First, Bergson's idea of freedom should be analyzed: 

"Freedom must be sought in a certain shade or quality of the action 

itself and not in the relation of this act to what it is not or to what it 

might have been, It really consIsts in a dynamIc progress In WhIch the self 

and its motives, like real living beings, are in a constant state of 

becoming, The self, infallible when it affirms its immediate experiences, 

feels itself free and says so, but as soon as It trIes to explain its freedom 

to itself, it no longer perceives itself except by a kind of refraction 

through space, Hence a symbolism of a mechanical kind, equally incapable 

of proving, disproving, or illustrating free wIll." (1) The determinists put 

forward a proposition and inquire that from knowing all the future 

antecedents of a forthcoming act, whether we can "predict with absolute 

certaInty the decision which w11l result ", (2) 

Those determinists who think that If we have "complete and perfect 

knowledge of all the antecedents without any exception" we would make 

an"infallibly true forecast" are mistaken, because they do not take into 

account that we cannot gIve all the future antecedents, all the conditions 

of a future act, because we have to "place ourselves at the very moment at 

which the act is being performed" (3), hence foreseeing becomes seeing 

there, 



Every single moment of duration is very heterogeneous, and so it is 

impossIble for another being to foresee exactly, preciseiy wt'lat the future 

acts of a person will be , because this exceeds the limIts of predIction In 

order to make such certain assessments about the future acts of a person, 

you have to "enter into his consclOusness, cOincIde with it, be It" (4) Even 

the same reasons work different lyon diff erent peap Ie "The same causes 

produce the same effects", the determinIsts foraet that "thIs prInciple of 
< 

universal determinIsm loses every shred of meaning m the inner world of 

conscious states." (5) . And If we say that the " matter ot' psychIC durat lOn 

can be pIctured symbolically In advance I which amounts to treatmg tIme 

as a homogeneous medium, and to reasserting in new words the absolute 

eqUIvalence of duration with its symbol. A closer study of thIs definItion 

of freedom will thus bring us once more to determmism." (6), 

"Freedom IS the relation of the concrete self to the act which It 

performs Tnis relation IS Indeflnabie, Just because we are free. For we 

can analyse a thing, but not a process, we can break up extensity, but not 

duratIOn Or, if we persist In analYSing it, we unconsciously transform the 

process Into a thing and duration into extensIty. By the very fact of 

break.mg UP concrete time we set out ItS moments in homogeneous space, 

in place of the dOing we put the already done, and as we rlave begun by, so 

to speak, stereotypmg the act1Vity of me self, we see spontaneity settle 

down Into inertia and freedom Into necessIty. Thus, any poslt1Ve defmit!on 

of freedom WIll ensure the vIctory of determinIsm' (7) 

50 far the direct relation between time and free will has been 

analyzed. As these are organIcally related, 1t means the path IS open for 

people to choose ttle dlrectlOn of their action, their conduct. Bel'gson sees 
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dynamism, evolution in the universe and for him the direction of action is 

life ever creating itself in its richness of ways and forms Creation in the 

physical sense, artistlc sense, or in the moral sense, Bergson means all of 

these and also any achievement of an enterprise in human life. "Man, 

called on atetery moment to lean on the totality of his past in order to 

bring his weight to bear more effectively on the future , is the great 

success of life. "(8) To say that the purpose of action is creation is in fact 

quite specific, but other than that, life will find its specific forms in 

action, they will be inevitably actualized, formed by and modified with the 

action. 

As Eliot says: 

"Either you had no purpose 

Or the purpose is beyond the end you figured 

And is altered in fulfillment" (Little Gidding, U 

Thus it appears that Bertrand Russell's criticism of Bergson on the basis 

that he offers action without purpose is not justifiable. 

Action is very important in Eliot's poetry He sees indifference, not 

taking an active role in life as a halt between 

life and death, between "being and un-being': 

"Being between two 1ives-unflowering, between 

The live and the dead nettle." (Little Gldding, III) 

And even if our individual actions do not signify much by 

themselves, they are definitely superior to indifference, dOing nothing, 

trying nothing .It is like the torpor of vegetations that Bergson mentions. 

It is unconsciousness 

"Thus love of a country 

Begms as attachment to our own field of action 

And comes to find that action of little importance 

Though never indifferent." (Little Gidding.11 U 23 



Action, or "right action" as he puts it, has a function similar to that of 

memory which is liberating us from the bonds of time, thus transcending 

it. 

"And right action is freedom 

From past and future also," (The Dry Salvages,V,) 

Here the liberation by right action is identical with redeeming the time, 

We cannot change the nature of time or destroy it, but we can change and 

fill its content as we like, because our wills are free, What we can do is 

not so varied and full of originality though, because as Eliot says in his 

"Tradition and the Individual Talent", "dead writers are that which we 

know"(9) 

"And what there is to conquer 

By strength and submission, has already been discovered 

Once or twice, or several times, by men whom one cannot hope 

To emulate-but there is no competition-

There is only the fight to recover what has been lost 

And found and lost again and again" (East Coker,V,) 

They are illl we know, therefore: 

"For us, there is only the trying, The rest is not our business," 

(East Coker,V) Our efforts to reVive, and recapture the meaning 

accumulated in tradition, culture 

"shall fructlfy in the lives of others", (The Dry Salvages,III,) 

and we wi]] be "undefeated 

Because we have gone on trying", 

(The Dry Salvages, V,) "and the rest 

Is prayer, observance, dlsclpline, thought and action," (The Dry Salvages,V,) 

50 actlOn conslsts in this trial, struggle to weave contmually the rich 

past into the present, to see them as our contemporaries, therefore: 2<1 



"any action 

Is a step to the block, to the fire, down the sea's throat 

Or to an illegible stone: and that is where we start." 

(Little Gidding, V) 

We cannot separate, dissect, or ignore the past, because it is with 

us at every 1nstant: 

"I f a II time is eterna lly present 

All time 1S unredeemable," (Burnt Norton,I,) 

Thus the concept of duration ties in with our conduct. As both the personal 

and general past follow us continuously in the present moment, we have to 

accept it as a responsibllity in its totality: sins and virtues alike, We 

cannot just ignore our history: 

"A people without history 

Is not redeemed from time, for history is a pattern 

Of timeless moments," (Little Gidding,V,) 

"History may be freedom" (Little Gidding,111.l if we know how to use it in 

enriching our present culture, thus finding a meaningful direction for our 

actions, 

"restoring 

Through a bright c loud of tears, the years, restoring 

With a new verse the ancient rhyme, Redeem 

The time," (Ash-Wednesday, I V,) 

We should not waste our time in 

"Trying to unweave, unwind, unravel 

And piece together the past af'd the future," (The Dry Salvages, I.l because 

"time is no healer" (The Dry Salvages,III,), and we cannot d1stance our past. 

We have to bear it in its entirety. We have to lean on it and bring its 25 
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weight on our future in order to evolve in the true sense because denial of 

past cannot bring "development", this way it will be 

"a partial fallacy, 

Encouraged by superficial notions of evolution, 

Which becomes, in the popular mind, a means of disowning the past." 

(The Dry Salvages, I I.) 

This is the only alternative to "the mental emptiness" and 

"the growing terror of nothing to think about", (East Coker, I II) 

The rose; the symbol of duration, and the fire; the symbol of redemptIon 

of time meet, become one at the end of "Little Gidding", But 

"the end is where we start from," 
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NOTES ON EPILOGUE, 

1-) Henri Bergson, Time and Free Will (New York: Harper Torchbook, 1960), 

pp,181-82-83, 

2-) Ibid"p, 183, 

3-) Ibid,p,220. 

4-) Henri Bergson, Mind-Energy (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1920), 

p9, 

5-) Henri Bergson, Time and Free Will (New York: Harper Torchbook, 1960), 

p .. 200, 

6-) Ibid,p,220. 

7-) Ibid"p.219. 

8-) Henri Bergson, 11ind-Energy (New York Henry Holt and Company, 1920), 

p,32. 

9-) T.5, Eliot, "Tradition and Indivldual Talent", 

The Norton Anthology of Engllsh Literature (New York: W,W, Norton and 

Company, 1979), Vol,2, p.2295 
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